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Searon wanted revenge. What he got was a snarky wizard and a quest he never wanted...
When Searon loses everything he once holds dear, he begins a quest for revenge, leaving behind everything except his
Crimson Claymore. He runs into something he doesn’t expect … an arrogant wizard, who won’t leave him alone unless
he forms an army, an army that could fulfill his revenge, and save all of humanity in Calthoria.

Searon thought completing an impossible quest for an arrogant wizard would earn him some time off. He was wrong.
A new enemy threatens the fragile peace in Calthoria, and their leaders desperately want revenge.
Searon's greatest ally, Starlyn, has run off, and no one knows where she has gone. He must form a new alliance, a
dangerous one, for there to be any hope of survival.
If he fails, all life is in danger of becoming part of the undead.

With Anaela kidnapped, Searon begins a journey with a few of his closest friends. What he discovers is an alliance Arria
created with an army of women calling themselves the Ikchani. They are on a quest to abolish the male-led government,
and are willing to eliminate everyone in their path.
Noraes worries night and day as Starlyn's health declines, he hires a healer to help Starlyn, but just as she begins to
improve, she vanishes, and now he must tear about the entire city he is the new king of, all while keeping his motives
secrete, because nobody in the kingdom knows about Starlyn, or the heir to the throne that she carries.

The Resistance struggles to find a way to defeat the Dragonia Empire, all hope seems lost against the dragonriders,
until they discover an island full of wyverns.
Devarius has lost everything. His parents murdered, his sister kidnapped, and the new village he called home: destroyed.
The Dragonia Empire has gotten out of control, destroying anything and everything in their path searching for the
Resistance. Devarius is left with little choice but to find the Resistance, join them, and hope he can help them defeat the
Dragonia Empire once and for all to bring peace to the land of Kaeldroga.

The Resistance struggles to find a way to defeat the Dragonia Empire, all hope seems lost against the dragonriders,
until they discover an island full of wyverns.
The Dragonia Empire strikes another village. They struggle to find the resistance and exterminate them. One woman
won’t stand for it. She unites the villagers, and together they seek the sanctuary of the Resistance. Zaviana is freed from
slavery, only to become a slave to a mercenary who wants to protect her. She desperately wants her freedom, and she
wants to convince him to help her bring freedom to all of Kaeldroga.

Dragon Riders versus Wyvern Riders
The resistance has won a few battles against the empire, but they will not survive a war. They need a better way to
defeat the army of dragon riders. They need the Dragon Stone. The Dragon Stone was an asteroid that crash landed in a
meadow of Kaeldroga and is said to hold magical powers inside. It is said the Dragon Stone is the reason the dragons
don't have intelligence and are mindless beasts. It is also said that whoever touches the Dragon Stone is given powers.
Could the rumors be true? Is the Dragon Stone what the Resistance needs to finally have a chance at defeating the
empire and end the tyranny across all of Kaeldroga. For now, all the rumors are their only hope, and they will stop at
nothing to find out if the rumors are true.

Three sisters ... Three Dragons … One Quest to reunite the kingdoms of Verdil.
The sisters are tasked to save the people from their power-mad kings. Three separate missions to three separate
kingdoms - sky, land, and sea.
Armed with their dragon-enchanted weapons, they take on the armies of men.
As the soldiers prepare for battle in a war that must not happen, the sisters have to stop it before it starts. From the
heights of the kingdom in the clouds, to the raging seas and the turbulent land, the sisters find that their dragons are not
as forthcoming as they’d like.
Some wars are fought in the battleground of the mind.

Three sisters ... Three Dragons … One Quest to reunite the kingdoms of Verdil.
The battle has begun. The kings haven’t relented. And the three sisters must fight harder than ever to gain the trust of
the three kingdoms.
Armed with their dragon-enchanted weapons, they reestablish old alliances.
As the battles begin, the sisters fight to end the war before it gets worse. But the corruption of man is deep, and they
believe they have found its source. A dark wizard. The problem? There aren’t supposed to be any more wizards, and the
only way men can gain magic is through a dragon, though the sisters’ dragon guides don’t admit the possibility of a
rogue dragon. The sisters aren’t so sure…

Three sisters ... Three Dragons … One Quest to reunite the kingdoms of Verdil.
The wizard has been defeated, but the battle is still long from over. Without Svana, the sisters must fight harder than
ever to restore their own kingdoms.
Armed with their dragon-enchanted weapons, they must battle evil dragons.
Svana has been hurt, and they’re not sure if she’ll survive. In Svana’s place, Jakobe sets on a journey to save her for
Telluris, and for himself. There is little the sisters can do, and they must leave their sister behind to save their own
kingdoms. What they discover, is terrifying. More than a wizard corrupted the souls of the kings of Verdil. They discover
dragons as the source. With this newfound knowledge, the sisters must tread lightly as they try to restore peace through
all of Verdil, especially after discovering a secret hidden deep within the depths of Aequoris—an undead army. The
sisters are running out of time to restore the alliances between the kingdoms, but now they realize if they don’t hurry…
it will be too late.

Game of Thrones meets Ocean’s Eleven.
Magic. Danger. A gang of thieves unlike any you've ever seen.

Siblings, Brendan and Kiera are in for the assignment of their lives. As descendants of dragons, magic is in their blood,
and such a skill is almost as valuable as gold to their guild of thieves. Without any memory of life before becoming
orphans, the two are tasked with stealing the revered Revarium Scepter from the Sorcerer's Guild.
It’s time to grab their dragon powder, prepare for dangerous quests, and discover the truth of their heritage before the
entire world is destroyed.

Daniel is an Unwanted. Unlike the clone captains, his missions are menial. Until he's in the right place at the right
time. No one else is close enough.
All Daniel has ever wanted is to fit in. However, being an Unwanted makes him at the bottom of the food chain. Clones
despise the Unwanted, because the clones are the best of the best, genetically--that's why they were chosen to be
replicated--cloned. Unwanted weren't even wanted by their parents.
However, Daniel wants to change all that. He's sick of the discrimination of the Space Academy and the Space Explorers.
He wants to lead a discovery mission. He wants to search for extraterrestrial life--or at least the possibility of it. Instead,
he is in charge of measly mining discovery operations. If Daniel has to search for one more asteroid belt containing
precious minerals for the shipyards, he'll go insane. It's time to make a change.
The President calls with a mission that only Daniel can complete. Why? Because he's the only captain near the sector
that needs to be explored. Yes, all because he's the closest. Daniel isn't going to let that bother him. He's going to fulfill
the newly appointed discovery mission, and he's going to do a better job than any of the clone captains before him.
Daniel is going to prove himself.

Dragonriders face Wyvernriders in this epic fantasy quest of an Empire seeking to crush a Resistance.
The Resistance struggles to find a way to defeat the Dragonia Empire, all hope seems lost against the dragonriders,
until they discover an island full of wyverns.
Devarius has lost everything. His parents murdered, his sister kidnapped, and the new village he called home: destroyed.
The Dragonia Empire has gotten out of control, destroying anything and everything in their path searching for the
Resistance. Devarius is left with little choice but to find the Resistance, join them, and hope he can help them defeat the
Dragonia Empire once and for all to bring peace to the land of Kaeldroga.

If Kheshlars are immortal, why is Starlyn's mother dying? With her mother's health failing, time is running out and so
are the options for finding a cure.
Arria, Starlyn's sister, decides to act. Seeking a cure, Arria taps the forbidden power of dark magic.
When Starlyn learns of her sister's studies, she begs her to stop or risk becoming an outcast among their people. When
Arria refuses, Starlyn must choose between her sister's freedom or her mother's life. The wrong choice could leave them
both dead.

Powerful Women. Political games. Magic. Intrigue. The men don't stand a chance.
Adnieva loses everything she holds dear and decides to leave her small village of Tiermerra in search of better things. At
the top of her list is revenge.
Elainya travels from city to city trying to conceal her ability, an ability she learned at a younger age at great cost to her.
Divinity grows tired of the politics in the city of Legain, and her father's hold over her. She decides to take things into her
own hands and escape.
Nyverra had always been a great servant, but she is forced to flee Legain because she is accused of murdering the duke.
Apart, these women can do little, but with a little heart, they can form the Ikchani, and begin plans to overthrow the
male government of each city in Calthoria. Together they are the Ikchani.

A Warrior has a choice to make. War or Love. His choice could lead to an early grave.
Searon always had something missing in his life. He was the captain of Legain, and led their army into battle countless
times, but his heart was empty. He needed something greater. A connection. When tasked with destroying a nearby
village, he finds something special. Someone special. And he will stop at nothing to make her his.
But what happens when she is taken away from him? What happens when a broken man is shattered again?

Dragons fly when the wind turns warm. Heroes unsheathe their swords when shadows darken doorways. A scrap of a
girl enters the gladiator’s ring. A hero’s quest, or is it revenge? Fight to win. Fight to survive.
Forested worlds with mountains and magic. From swords to serpents to spells, with characters you cheer for, mourn
for, and most of all, follow on their quests. Journey to Fantastic Realms with 25 stories written by fantasy scribes, both
old and new.
Tales of the dark, the light, the mystical, the barbaric, and the magical. Join us today and find your next favorite fantasy
author, right here living in the Fantastic Realms.

Sweet Home Alabama.
Have a slice of Alabama Literature. This collection brings you over 20 authors from the Gulf Coast in Alabama, including
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Carolyn Haines and Craig A. Price Jr., award winning author Jodie Cain Smith, and
several others, including some first-time publications. This is a fantastic anthology with many types of short stories and
poems included. Authors featured: cj petterson, Candice Conner, Craig A. Price Jr., Joyce Scarbrough, Lady Lester,
Frances Roberts, Ron Polizzi, Mavis M Jarrell, Dee Jordan, Oksana Leslie, Rachell Jackson, Carrie Dalby, Caren Rich,
Isabella N. Jetten, Carolyn Haines, D Dean Carroll, Steven Moore, Ross Conner Smith, Christa Stanley, Jodie Cain Smith,
and Jim Hancock. This collection has been put together by the Mobile Writers Guild.

Jade is a 16-year-old slave in a traveling circus who wants nothing more than her freedom. She finally believes she has
found someone special when she meets the new fire-breather, Drake--until she sees him commit murder, and he
didn’t look human when he did…
When Drake discovers what she witnessed, Jade becomes panicked. Drake buys Jade from her master, but what Jade
once hoped would be freedom becomes imprisonment as he forces her to flee with him. As they journey, Jade realizes
that Drake is indeed not human at all. She witnesses Drake creating real fire from his mouth and transforming into a
horrifying beast with wings and sharp teeth. Harder still, she must come to grips with the reality that she may not be
human either after discovering she can control all the plants in the forest. During their journey, they are attacked by a
barrage of creatures, and Jade wonders what mysterious world she has gotten herself caught up in. Drake confesses to
her that there are lots of half-humans across the sea, and it’s the only place half-breeds are truly safe. A threat is
growing that is killing all of the half-breeds in the shadows, and nobody yet knows why or who it is. All that Jade ever
wanted was her freedom, but now with new friends by her side, she must discover how to use her powers to save her
friends and discover who her enemies truly are.

